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ln this Issue:
A networkanalyzerfor the R&D lab, a rugged,sealedterminalfor the
shopfloor,a familyof printersfortheautomated
may
office.Theseproducts
not seemto havemuchin common,andtheydon't,exceptthatthey'reall
madeby Hewlett-Packard
and you can readaboutthemin this issue.
TheHP3577ANetwork
Analyzer
measures
thetransmission
andreflection
characteristics
of electroniccomponentsand networksover a frequency
rangeof 5 hertzto 200 megahertz
and displaysthe resultson its built-in
GRT,as shownin the coverphoto.This high-performance
instrument
is
beingused by designersand manufacturers
to test telecommunications
power
mobileradios,videoequipment,
equipment,
audioequipment,
medicalinstrumentation,
supplies,
discdrives,modems,amplifiers,
attenuators,
cables,crystals,integrated
circuits,transducers,transformers,
andmanyotherdevices.
TheHP3577Astoryisa storyofskillful,
state-of-theart design.lts bandwidth,
dynamicrange,accuracy,resolution,
and sensitivity
are as goodas
you'llfind in thiskindof product.lt makescomplexmeasurements
easyto set up and perform.
It mAnipulates
resultsto itsuser'slikingwithouta computer,
butit canalsooperateundercomputer
control.There'sno magicbehindany of this,just gooddesign.Preciseanalogdesignfor broad
bandwidth.
Digitalsignalprocessing
for accuracyand displayflexibility.
Microprocessor
control
for simplicity
of operation.
Forthe details,readthe articleson pages4, 17, and21.
The HP 30814 Industrial
Workstation
Terminal,describedby its designersin the articleon
page25, is a compact,personalminiterminal
for low-costfactorydatacollection.
lt has
designed
big keysthatare easyto operatewithgloveson, andit'sprotected
againstdust,dirt,grease,oil,
and liquids.Youcancleanit withany liquidsoapor detergent
and rinseit off witha hose,if you
wantto. This is wherethe automatedfactorybegins-with data collectedat the source,on the
shopfloor.An optionalbarcodewand,alsosealed,letstheterminalreadtwotypesof barcode,
increasingly
recognized
as the bestway to speedthe flowof partsand papenvork
in industrial
applications.
The new printerfamilyconsistsof the HP 2932AGeneral-Purpose
Printer,the HP 2933A
FactoryDataPrinter,and the HP 2934AOfficePrinter.They'reall dot-matrix
impactprinters,
per
capableof printingon multipartforms.All of the printerscan printtext at 200 characters
secondandgraphicswitha resolution
of 90 dotsperinch.TheHP2933Acanalsoprintbarcode
(upto 28 timesnormalsize),whilethe HP 2934Aoffersall thesefeatures
and largecharacters
plusnearletter-quality
printingand a widerchoiceof fonts.Letter-quality
printingis doneat 67
persecondusinga 36-by-24-dot
or 40 characters
charactercellinsteadof thestandard9-by-12-dot
cell.All threeprintersprovidelast-form
feature.ln the articleson pages
tearoff,a paper-saving
30 and 33, the designers
describethe threeprintersandthe specialintegrated
circuitthatwas
designedfor them.The integrated
circuitmakessurethateachprinthead
wirestrikesthe paper
at the righttimesas the printheadsweepsbackand forthacrossthe paper,printingin both
directions.
-R. P. Dolan

What's Ahead
Nextmonth'sissue,the lastof 1984,willcontainthe annualindexandfourarticlesdescribing
thedesignof theHP3561ADynamic
Thisversatile
SignalAnalyzer.
instrument
allowsthereal-time
studyof geophysical,
mechanical,
acoustic,
andelectrical
waveforms
in thefrequency
rangefrom
125 pHz (roughlyone cycleeverytwo hours)to 100 kHz. lts capabilities
are, in a largepart,
madepossibleby custom-designed
digitalfilterlCs.
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Network
An Advanced5-Hz-to-200-MHz
Analyzer
Thisinstrumentis a completenetwork analysissyslem
containingan integratedthree-inputreceiversubsystem,a
graphicsdisplay,and a synthesizedsignalsource.Softkey
menus and a powertd operatingsysfem make it easy to
set up and use.
by RobertA. WitteandJerryW. Daniels
ETWORK ANALYSIS
TECHNIQUES and instrumentation have advanced significantly from the
'
early days of a room full of equipment requiring
complicated adjustment and calibration for each measurement point. As circuits became more and more complex,
the need for network analysis of greater accuracy and covering greater rrequency ranges became more important. Fortunately, the increasing complexity and performance of the
new circuits could, in turn, be used to simplify and improve
the network analysis equipment used to design them. This
synergetic process has resulted in the HP 3577A Network
Analyzer and HP 35677A18 S-Parameter Test Set (Fig. r),
which bring a new level of performance/price ratio to network analyzer applications in the audio, video, baseband,
IF, and RF frequency bands.

Features
The HP 3577A can be used either in stand-alone applications or as part of a larger instrumentation system. Its features include:
A built-in source. This fully synthesized source has a
frequency range of 5 Hz to 200 MHz, a frequency resolution of 0.001 Hz, and an output level adjustable from 15
dBm to - 49 dBm.
Three receivers (A, B, and R). Each receiver has a dynamic
range of 100 dB and dynamic amplitude and phase accuracies of *0.02 dB and +0.2 degree for input levels
of - t0 dB to - 50 dB relative to the maximum allowable
input level.
An annotated dual-trace display. Other display features
include an autoscale function. markers. a choice of rect-

Fig. 1. fhe HP 35774 Network
Analyzer (top) provides cost-eftective. high-pe(formance network measurements.The companionHP 35677AIB S-Parameter
fest Sel (underneath)and a full
/lne ol accessoriesensurea comprehensive measurement solution. Convenientsoftkeyselection
of measurementfunctionsallows
the user to measuretransferfunctions,magnitudelph ase, i nsertton
losslgain, attenuation, electncal
length,groupdelay,and gatncompresslon.
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angular,polar, or Smith chart formats, and programmable graphics.
Vectormath operations.The HP 3577A can add, subtract,
multiply, or divide user-definedcombinations of input
data, stored data, and user-definedconstantsand functions. The results can then be displayed without the
need of a computer. (Seebox on page B.)
Full HP-IB (IEEE4SB)programmability.
Fast data transfer.Data can be sent rapidly to other systems in either ASCII or binary modes.

I Hard-copy output. Displayed data can be output directly
to an external HP-IB plotter without need of a computer.
With the addition of the HP 35677A18 S-Parameter Test
Sets (see article on page 17), comprehensive two-port device characterizations are possible.

FriendlyFront Panel
Thefront panelis dividedinto five sections(referto Fig.
1). The Display Format section determineshow the data
is presentedto the user.This includes receiverinput selection, scaling, the digital marker function, storageand retrieval of data,user-definedvector math, and measurement
calibration. The Source section controls the frequency,
amplitude, and sweep characteristicsof the analyzer'soutput. The Receiversection setsup the receiverbandwidth,
vector averaging,input attenuator,input impedance, and
electrical Iength compensation.The Instrument State section is usedto saveand recall instrument states,dump data
to a plotter, and exerciseother assortedfeatures.The Data
Entry areais used to enter or modify all of the user-settable
parametersin the instrument. Virtually all parameterscan
be entered using the ten-digit keypad, incremented up or
down, or adjusted with the continuous entry knob. The
knob can also be locked to the marker for conveniencein
positioning the marker on the display.
Becauseof the extensivefeatureset of the HP 35774, its
front-panel design is based on a softkey menu approach.
Without softkeys, the front-panel complexity would be
much greater,requiring 330 separatekeys to select and
control all of the featuresavailablein the HP 3577A.When
a user pressesone of the front-panel keys, the appropriate
menu of softkey labels is displayed along the right side of
the display. The desired softkey function can then be
selectedby using the pushbutton switchesthat are an integral part of the display bezel. An extensive softkey approach can be intimidating if severallevels of nesting are
used, so most menus on the analyzeruse only one level of
nesting (i.e.,pressinga front-panel key brings up only one
menu, with no underlying second level of softkeys).The
menu hierarchy is very regular,with similar featuresbeing
accessedin a consistentmanner.
Display of Data
The display used in the HP 3577A is the HP 1345A
Graphics Display.l This is a high-resolution (2048x2048
points) vector display. The user also has accessto the HP
1345A Display and can directly enter annotation, softkey
labels, and graphics. The ability to read the keyboard remotely and a full HP-IB service request capability allow
the HP 3577A to act as the user interfacein an automated
test system.

The basic measurementsmade by the HP 3577A are
amplitude and phase.However, the actual measurements
displayed can be more complex. The input selection can
be as simple as INPUTA, B, or R, or it can be a ratio such
as A,/Bor a very complex equation containing input channels, constants,and other functions.
The Y-axis information can be displayed as the log magnitude, linear magnitude,phase,polar, real part, imaginary
part, or group delay of the input selection.The Y-axis format is selectedby choosing the appropriate softkey funcFCTNkey
tion in the menu obtainedby pressingthe DISPLY
in the front panel's Display Format section. The LINMAG
function is useful when a display of a device'sgain or loss
gives a display of the phaseshift through
is desired.PHASE
provides a linear display with
the device under test. POLAR
the horizontal axis being the real part of the measurement
and the vertical axis being the imaginary part of the measurement.The resulting plot then is the locus of real and
imaginary data as the selectedfrequency range is swept.
This type of display is particularly useful when measuring
the reflection characteristicof a device.The REALand IMAGlE| F-,",l-L
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Fig.2. (a) Plot of bridge directivitybefore one-portcalibration
(b) Plot after one-portcalibration.
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inary functions are valuable when the input selection is
chosen so that the direct measurement of impedance can
be displayed. Thus, the real and imaginary parts of the
impedanceparametercan be viewed versusfrequency.The
important group delay pilameter is also available via the
DELAYsoftkey display function. Group delay is the derivative of the measuredphase with respectto frequency.
In addition to the flexible control of the Y-axis display
of data, the HP 3577A has severaltypes of X-axis control.
The features available in the softkey menu obtained by
pressing the SWEEPTYPEkey in the Source section of the
front panel include linear frequency sweep, alternate
sweep, logarithmic frequency sweep, continuous wave,
and sweep direction. Pressingthe LINFREQSWEEPsoftkey
selects a linear, phase-continuoussweep from a userspecifiedstartfrequencyto a user-specifiedstop frequency.
ALTERNTE
SWEEPallows two totally different linear X-axis
sweeps to occur. The first trace is swept first over its frequency definition and then the secondtrace can be swept
over an entirely independent frequency definition. Both
tracescan be displayed at the sametime. For example,this
sweep definition can allow the simultaneous display of
the passband and the stopband characteristics of a filter.
The HP 3577A can perform a logarithmic frequency
sweep from an arbitrary start frequency to an arbitrary stop
frequency. This feature can be used to display traditional
Bode plots of the frequencyresponseof networks.CW(continuous-wave) sweepsare useful for repeatedly taking data
at the same frequency. Many computer-based instrument
systems can use this mode to take data rapidly at many
different specified frequencies.The frequency sweep direction (up or down) for the linear sweepscan be varied to
suit the measurementneeds of the user.
Another significant feature of the HP 3577A is the ability
to select the delay aperture. The delay aperture is defined
as the changein frequency over which the change in phase
is calculated. The ability to select this parameterallows

the user to make important trade-offs between delay resolution and noise.
The wide dynamic range of the instrument and the versatile display formatting often cause the measured data to
be limited at the top or bottom of the display. When this
occurs, the AUTOSCALEsoftkey provides the user a quick
way of getting all of the data on the display. The automatically scaled display may not be exactly what the user
wants to see, but it is usually close and always puts the
data on the screen.
Measurement Features
Data Storage.Data from the HP 3577A's three receiversis
in complex vector form to retain both magnitudeand phase
information. This data can be storedand later recalled and
redisplayedin whatever display function the user requires
regardlessof what display selection was made when the
data was stored. The data is stored in floating-point format,
which retains the full accuracy of the HP 3577A regardless
of what scale parameters were used at the time the data
was taken. The data memory in the analyzer is nonvolatile
so that a power failure will not destroy stored data.
Normalization. The HP 3577A's normalization function
provides a simple means of cancelingsourceand receiver
accuracy and flatness errors, test fixture errors, and cabling
errors (both magnitude and phase).For a transmission measurement, the user removes the device under test (DUT)
and replaces it with a through connection. Pressingthe
NORMLIZEsoftkey stores the remaining magnitude and
phaseerrors.The DUT is then reinsertedand all measurements are made relative to the stored enor.data. The use
of digital storage and a high-stability circuit design allow
very precisemeasurements.Previousinstrumentsrequired
an additional accessoryto perform this calibration.
The one-port calibration feature goesone step further by
providing a means of canceling the errors inherent in a
return-lossbridge.During calibration,the user is prompted

External
Frequency
Reference
Input

l-_Q3;lll;
300 MHz

6 M H .V
300.25MHz

Fig. 3. Srmp/lfledblock diagramof
the HP 35774 NetworkAnalvzer.
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Fig. 4. Blockdiagramof theinput
pathsforeachoftheHP
impedance
35774's
receivers.
to connect, in turn, an open circuit, a short circuit, and a
reference load to the test port. The HP 3577A automatically
records the data associated with each of these and configures itself for a three-term corrected reflection measurement. A slightly less accurate two-term correction is also
available that requires only an open circuit and a reference
load. The one-port error correction can improve the directivity of a typical bridge from 40 dB to an effective directivity of 75 dB (see Fig. 2).
Noise Averaging. Since the input data is stored as complex
vectors, incoherent noise can be reduced by averaging the
data from the current sweep with data from previous
sweeps. The data is weighted exponentially with the most
recent data weighted the most and the oldest data weighted
the least. This results in a fast, memory-efficient algorithm
that reduces noise while still responding to a drift in the
data. The exponential averaging factor must be a power of
two and can be selected via the softkey menu. This form
of averaging should not be confused with video filtering,
which only estimates or smooths the noise.
Vector Math. The HP 3577A's vector math capability al-

lows the userto define functions that are themselvesmathematical expressionsconsisting of other functions, stored
data, constants,and input data. To simplify function definition, the HP 3577Ahasseveralusefulbuilt-in expressions
(closed-loop-to-open-loopresponse, normalized impedance, and impedance)which can be used directly or can
be modified by the user. A user can display the input
characteristicsof a device in S-parameterform (reflection
coefficient) or use the vector math featuresto convert the
reflection coefficient to input impedance. Depending on
what display function is selected,the magnitude, phase,
real part, or imaginary part of the impedancecan be shown
(seebox on pageB for someexamples),The impedancecan
also be shown in polar form, which provides both
amplitude and phase information on the sametrace.
Devices under test often have significant delay in their
transmission paths, which causeslarge amounts of linear
phase shift. The absolute value of the delay may not be
meaningful, but the deviation from linear phase (or pure
delay) is often important, especiallyin digital systems.The
PHASE
SLOPEsoftkey allows the user to add or subtractup
(continuedon page 9)

SamplEand t{6ld
Gain Control
10-kHz
Signal
from
Input
Path
(Fis. 4)

8 kHz
trom
Reference

s,l:i,.i]

Board

Fig. 5. Input signal processrng
sectionof the HP3577A'sreceivers.
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User-Defined Vector Math Expands Measurement Capabilities
The HP 3577A Analyzer'svector math capabilitiesnot only
increaseits powerin traditionalnetworkanalysis,but alsoextend
its usefulnessto less{raditionalmeasurementareas. In contrast
to the trace math functionsof earlieranalyzers,which simply
manipulatean instrument'sdisplay,vector math performscomplex calculationsinvolvingthe actualmeasureddata.The results
are then displayedand can be scaled in virtuallyany form the
user desires.
The measurementof quartz crystal parametersprovides an
excellentexampleof vector math at work.Traditionallybased on
theseparametershavelong
compleximpedancemeasurements,
been a difficultmeasurementproblem.Vectorimpedancemeters
are commonlyavailable,but no singleunit has ever combined
the necessaryfrequencycoverage(up to 200 MHz),frequency
accuracy(*0.02 dB)
resolution(0.01 ppm), and measurement
for these devices. While the HP 35774 is primarilya network
analyzer,it can furnishthese impedancemeterfunctionseasily
by means of its vector math capabilities.
Fig. 1 shows the reJlectioncoefficient(s,,) of a quartz crystal
in the vicinityof seriesresonance.This traditionalnetworkmeasurementis defined as the ratio of the oower reflectedfrom a
deviceto thatsuppliedto it. In thiscase,the HP35774measures
the reflectedsignalin its A receiverand the incidentsignalin its
R receiver.Reilectioncoefficientis calculatedas A/R and displayed here as magnitudeand phase versusfrequency.
Transmission-line
theoryindicatesthat for everyvalueof reflecimvalueof normalized
tion coefficient
thereis a corresponding
pedance Z,lZo,whereZ" is the device impedanceand Zo is the
system impedance. In other words, after measurings.'.' for a
given device, its impedancecan be calculatedfrom.
s,,)
Z * : Z o ( 1 + s , ' ) / (- 1
Withthe HP 3577A'svectormathcapability,this calculation
can
be performedautomaticallyfor each point of the measurement
sweep as it is taken,yieldingthe real{imeimpedancedisplay
REF LEVEL
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Fig.2. Magnitude (top curve) and phase (bottom curve) of
the crystal impedance, as calculated from stt using the HP
3577A's user-defined vector math capabilitv.
of Fig.2.
Operationis simple.On the softkeymenuobtainedby pressing
key, the original selectionol &R correthe instrument'sTNPUT
softkey,the
spondsto s,,. By pressingthe USERDEFinedINPUT
operatoris promptedto entersymbolscorrespondingto an input
is:
expression
of theoperator's
choice.Inthiscasetheexpression
-AlR)
+A/Ry(K1
K2*(K1
where the arbitraryconstantsK1 and K2 are assignedvaluesof
1 and 50, respectively.
This transformationfrom s11to complex impedanceis useful
enoughthat the above equationis predefinedfor the HP 35774
turn-onor preset.AIIthat need be done is
user upon instrument
to select specialfunctionF4 via the same user-definedinput
menu. Combined with the instrument'sinternal calibration
firmwareand a set of accurateimpedancestandards,impedance
measurementsof very satisfactoryaccuracy and repeatability
are thus obtained,
However,thisdoes notyet solvethe entirecrystalmeasurement
problem.Fromthe crystal'sequivalentcircuitdiagram(Fig.3) it
can be seen that a shuntcapacitanceCo is modeledacrossthe
series,or motionalcomponentsR1, L1, and C 1.Away f rom resonance,the motionalarm presentsa fairlyhighshuntimpedance,
via conventional
techniques.Near
isolatingCo for measurement
resonance,however,the reactanceof Co distortsthe apparent
makingtheirvaluesdit
impedanceof the motionalcomponents,
ficultto determine.

SPAN 5OO. oOOHz

Fig. 1. Magnitude (top curve) and phase (bottom curve) ol
the reflectioncoefficients, of a quartz crystal neat its seriesresonant frequency.
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Fig.3. Equivalentcircuit model of a quartz crystal device

Again calling upon vector math, the reactanceof Co can be
mathematicallyremovedfrom the overallimpedanceplot. To do
so, speciiy a user-definedinput expressionof:
- F4),
(K3*F4)/(K3
where F4is the calculatedcrystalimpedancefunctionpreviously
describedand K3is a complexconstantrepresentingthe impedance of Co. Use the DEFTNE
MATHsoftkeymenu to assign to K3
a value of 0-7Xo, where Xo is the calculatedreactanceof Co at
the crystal'sresonantfrequency(Xocan be satelyapproximated
as frequency-lndependent
over the very small frequencyspans
used for crystal measurements).
Thesecalculations
accomplished,
the oisplaywill now show
the crystal'simpedanceas if Co were not present;that is, as a

degreesper span of linear phase shift to or from
to 72,OOO
the phase display so the user can measurethe deviations
from a linear phaseresponse.
Hard Gopy
To provide somesort of permanenthard copy of the data,
the HP 3577AAnalyzer supportsdirect dump of the display
via the HP-IB to listen-only, HP-GL plotters. The analyzer
is configured as a talk-only HP-IB device, so no external
HP-IB controller is required. The firmware supports complete dumps of the display and allows selective plots so
that severaltracescan be plotted on one graticule. Selectable pen number, pen speed,and line type allow the user
to customizethe plot. Positioningthe marker where desired
softkey lets
on the display and pressingthe PLOTMARKER
the user record high-precisionreadingsat multiple points
on the plot. Fig. 2 shows two plot examples.
Data Transler
The HP 3577A provides accessto all of its data storage
via the HP-IB and can dump and load data in three different
formats:
r An ASCII format that can be used by most computers
r A 64-bit floating-point format directly compatible with
HP 9000 Series200 Computersand allowing fastertotal
measurementtimes since no data translation is needed
I An internal HP 3577A format that can be used for temporary storageof data by an external computer system.

simpleseries-resonant
circuitcomposedof the motionalcomponents R1, Ll, and C1. At series resonance(identifiedby the
phasezero crossing)the totalcrystalimpedanceis simplyR1.
The slope of the reactanceat phase zero crossingyields values
for L1 and C1, and crystal Q can be calculatedfrom phase
variationswith frequency.
User-definedvector math allows the HP 35774 to perform
these functionswithoutan externalcomputer.Despite its birthright as a general-purposetest instrument,it is able to duplicate
or surpass functions formerly found only in more specialized
eouiDment.
Kenneth M. Voelker
ProductMarketingEngineer
Lake StevensInstrumentDivision

S-Parameter Test Sets
S-parameter(scatteringmatrix) measurementsrepresent
the industry standard for the characterization of N-port
networks, including active and passive devices, for frequencies extending from approximately 100 kHz through
100 GHz and beyond. The HP 35677N8 S-ParameterTest
Sets (for 50O and 75f,) systems, respectively) were developed to provide this capability for two-port S-parameter
measurementswith the HP 3577A, covering a frequency
rangefrom 100 kHz to 200 MHz (the upper frequencylimit
of the HP 3577A).The test set implementation is basedon
the standardreflectometerbridge designthat has beenused
for many years by Hewlett-Packard. Duplication of overhead circuitry was avoided by deriving all power and control functions from the HP 3577A. A simple four-wire interconnectprovidesthesepower and control functions,resulting in a very cost-effective, high-performance instrument
that complementsand extends the functional capabilities
of the HP 3577A. (Seearticle on page 1.7for more details
about the HP 35677A18Test Sets.l
Hardware Design
Fig. 3 shows the functional blocks making up the HP
3577A. The sourceproducesthe synthesizeds-Hz-to-200MHz stimulus for a device or network under test. The
sourcealso generatesthe frequencysweepand controlsthe
output amplitude from 15 dBm to -49 dBm in 0.1-dB increments. Each of the three identical receivers tracks the

300.25MHz
trom Offset
Board
300.25-to500.25-MHzSignal
from Synthesizer
board

Fig. 6. B/ockdiagramof the output
board.
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Ro{qrbncc,Pa*i
qifigl€n!iatol

10-MHz
VCxo

30 MHz
24O kHz
8 kHz
6 MHz
2MHz
Main Processol
1 MHz

Fig. 7. Blockdiagramof the frequencyreference
board.

300 MHz

sourcefrequency and measuresthe real and imaginary parts
of the signal coming into its input (usually from the output
of the DUT). A very fast vector math processortakes the
real and imaginary data from each of the receivers,saves
this raw data in memory, and converts it to the selected
display function. The main processorprovides the user
interface,controls the internal circuits, servicesthe HP-IB,
and updates the display of data on the CRT.
Receiver. The block diagram shown in Fig. 4 illustrates
the conversion of the input impedancepaths for different
measurementrequirements. The input signal to the receiver
section is translated in frequency and filtered using all
analog processing.In the one-megohminput position the
input signal goes through a one-megohm,0-to-20-dB attenuator. In the 50O input position a higher frequency responseis possible.An overload detectormeasuresthe signal level at the input to the 50O attenuatorand if a damagelevel signal is present,the input relay trips and automatically selectsthe one-megohminput position. A messageis
then sent to the CRT display to indicate what hashappened

and to explain how to reconnectto the 50O input position.
After the input attenuator, the signal goes through a
unity-gain buffer amplifier to the first mixer for down-conversion. The first mixer is a diode and transformer doublebalancedmixer. The local oscillator (LO) drive signal is a
7-dBm tracking signal that is tuned to 250 kHz above the
input frequency. Thus, the frequency range of the LO is
25OWIz to 2OO.25MHz. The output of the mixer is a constant 250-kHz IF. Following the mixer is a 250-kHz
bandpass filter that has a zero at 230 kHz, the image frequencyfor the secondmixer. The secondmixer is a transistor array with an LO drive of. z+o kHz. The 250-kHz and
24O-Wlz signals mix to provide the 10-kHz IF, which is
then amplified to levels that provide an optimum signal-tonoise ratio for the active 1.0-kHzbandpassfilter.
The purpose of this 10-kHz bandpassfilter is to provide
an antialiasing filter of approximately 7.7-WIz bandwidth.
This bandpassfilter is a cascadeof six active second-order
RC sections. Two of these sections have a transmission
zero at 1,4kJJz. This zero is necessaryto reject any signal

100 kHz
from
Reference
Board

To Main
Processor

300.25-to500.25-MHz

vco

Fig. 8. Block diagrcm of the synthesizerboard.
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aliasing with the second harmonic of the B-kHz sampling
frequency used in the following sample-and-hold circuit
(Fig. 5). AIso included in the 1O-kHz bandpass filter is an
all-pass network stage that provides a means of adjusting
the phase shift through the filter. The sequence in which
the second-order sections are cascaded is optimized for the
best noise performance.
The 10-kHz signal is sampled at an 8-kHz rate with a
sample-and-hold circuit (see Fig. 5). At first glance it might
appear that sampling a 10-kHz signal at B kHz violates the
Nyquist criteria for sampling. However, what is really happening is that a bandwidth of 1.7 Wz is sampled at 8 kHz.
The information at 10 kHz can be thought of as being transIated in frequency from 10 kHz to 2 kHz just the same as
if it had been down-converted in a mixer.
The sampled signal is then converted from an analog
signal to a digital sequence by an analog-to-digital converter
(ADC), which is an Bil2-bit successive-approximation IC.
One of the contributions of the total A-to-D process is the
prescaling variable-gain amplifier in front of the ADC. The
converter operates in a two-pass operation. On the first
pass, the prescaling amplifier is set to a gain of 1.1 and an
B-bit conversion is made. This output is processed by a
state machine and a number is fed back to program the
prescaling amplifier to the gain required to get the signal
to approximately a full-scale level. The second-pass conversion is then done to 12-bit resolution. The results of the
two conversions are combined to produce a 26-bit word.
The extra bits are used by internal arithmetic processing
steps and then truncated from the result.
This two-pass conversion approach provides not only
12-bit resolution at full scale, but 12-bit resolution all the
way down to 42 dB below full scale.
The ability to take two conversions and put the results
together to form a useful answer is made possible by an
accurate tantalum-nitride resistor network with a ratio accuracy of better than 0.02%. These resistors are used as
part of the variable-gain amplifier. (For a discussion of the
design of this ADC, see article on page 21.)
The output of the ADC is a digital sequence representing
a 2-WIz signal. This output contains both the amplitude
and phase information of the signal coming into the receiver input. Quadrature detection is used to extract the
required amplitude and phase data. The digital sequence
representing Ihe Z-kHz signal is applied to two digital mixers simultaneously. One mixer uses a local oscillator that
generates a digital sequence representing a sampled cosine
function. The other mixer uses samples of a sine function.
The results of this mixing process are two data streams,
one representing the real part of the input signal and the
other representing its imaginary part.
The two data streams are filtered separately by custom
digital filters that define the instrument's resolution
bandwidth (1 Hz, 10 Hz, l^oo Hz, and 1 kHz). The filters
are four-pole Bessel filters implemented as custom integrated circuits. These variable-bandwidth filters allow the
accurate measurement of devices with steep frequency responses and help reduce the measurement noise. The output of each filter is a 24-bit two's-complement number.
The 24-bit numbers representing the real and imaginary
parts of the input signal are then sent to the fast vector

math processor for further manipulation into functions
such as magnitude and phase.
Source. The source output (Fig. 0) is generatedby mixing
a 300.25-MHzsignal from the offset sectiop with a signal
from the 300.25-to-500.25-MHz
synthesizer.The result is
a 5-Hz-Io-2O0-MHzsource output frequency. The output
mixer is a double-balanceddiode ring mixer. The LO level
is 15 dBm. The 300.25-MHz signal at the RF port of the
mixer is varied over an approximate 10-dB rangeby using
another double-balancedmixer as a variable limiter- This
limiter is switched at a high level and its output is controlled by a current summed into its dc port. The output
signal is then filtered by a 2OO-MHzlow-passfilter to eliminate out-of-band responsesbefore it is amplified by two
identical amplifier stages.These 20-dB stageshave very
flat frequencyresponsefrom L Hz to greaterthan 200 MHz
and are designedas complementaryamplifiers with local
feedbackto obtain optimum biasing.
A second 2oo-MHz filter is used before the linal 15-dB
power stage,which is used to provide the 15-dBm signal
at up to 2OOMHz. This amplifier is also a complementary
designto optimize for low distortion. A dc servo loop (not
shown in Fig. 6) is built around the entire amplifier chain
to keep the output coupled at ac only; that is, to maintain
the dc level of the output at referenceground. The output
amplifier maintains its ac level by using a peak detector
to sensethe output and provide a feedbacksignalto correct
the amplitude. The frequency responsebelow 100 kHz is
flat enough that leveling is not necessary.The synthesizer
controls a signal that tells the main processorwhether or
not to level the output board. This signal can be sent even
during a sweep so that leveling can be enabledor disabled
dynamically.
The level of the output signal is controlled over a 4-dB
rangein 0.1-dBstepsby using a digital-to-analogconverter
(DAC) to set the referencevoltage level for the variable
limiter. Amplitude sweepsare accomplishedby having the
HP 3577A's main processor continuously send out new
amplitude settings for this DAC. Further control of the

Fig.9. Photographof the synthesizerboard showingRFshielding cans.
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output level is provided by a 60-dB attenuator which is
constructed in 4-dB steps. The 4-dB pads are switched
using high-reliability RF relays.
Frequency Reference. The frequency reference circuitry
(Fig. z) generatessignals synthesizedfrom one common
referencefrequency. The main referencefrequency is automatically selectedfrom either the internal 1O-MHZcoarse
crystal oscillator, the internal 10-MHz high-stability oven
oscillator, or a user-suppliedexternalreferenceof t0 MHz/
N where N can be any integerfrom 1 to 100.The hierarchy
of selectionis external referencefirst, oven oscillator second, and finally coarse10 MHz. If none of the aboveselecUnlocked
tions achievesa phase-lockcondition, an Oscillator
messageis displayed by the processor.The selected 10MHz referencefrequency is used to lock an internal 300MHz VCO. All of the other fixed frequenciesneeded by
the HP 3577A's circuits are generatedby dividing down
from the 10-MHz and the 300-MHz signals'
Fig. 7 illustrates how the coarse 10-MHz VCXO and the
alternate referencesare interfaced with the 300-MHz oscillator. The external referenceand the internal oven reference
are buffered by comparators and applied to an oR gate' The
presence of the external reference signal is sensed by a
detector;if tl,e signal is present,a shutdown signal is sent
back to the oven oscillator to switch off its output. The
output of the On gate is used to generatea pulse that will
provide an input into the phase detector of the 10-MHz
phase-lockedloop. If an external referenceis not present
and the oven oscillator has not yet stabilized (a condition
that can exist just after the HP 3577A is turned on), the
coarse10-MHz VCXO controls the loop.
The output of the 10-MHz phase-lockedloop is used for
severalpurposes:
r It is supplied to the user for locking other instruments
to a common reference.This signal has the advantageof
being "cleaned up" in terms of phasenoise by the loop
bandwidth of 3 Hz.
I It is sent to the HP-IB interfaceboard.
I It is divided by 100 to obtain the 100-kHz frequency
reference that is used by the fractional-N synthesizer.
r It is also used as a referencefor the 300-MHz phaselocked loop.
The circuit configuration used for the 300-MHz VCO is
used in severalof the circuit blocks in the HP 35774. This
oscillator. It
configuration is called a negative-resistance
makes use of the property that the input impedance of a
common-basetransistorcircuit with inductancein the base
lead is negative over some range of frequencies.A tuned
circuit placed in parallel with this negativeimpedancewill
result in sustainedoscillation. The inductor for the tuned

circuit is implementedby using a sectionof short-circuited
semirigid coaxial cable. The VCO is tuned using voltagevariable diode capacitorsin the tuned circuit. The output
of the 300-MHz oscillator is used by the LO circuitry and
the offset frequency loop. A divided-down 30-MHz signal
is used to provide a clock for the fast processor.
Other frequencies generated by the reference circuitry
are6 MHz, 2MHz,1 MHz, 24}kJfz, and BkHz. The 240-kHz
and B-kHz outputs are used by the receiver board for the
down-conversionLO and sampling signals,respectively.
Synthesizer. The synthesizer board (Fig. 8) generatesa
.25-MHz frequencywith 0.001-Hzresolution
300.25-to-500
and can be swept in a phase-continuousfashion over the
entire 200-MHz span. The output from this board is used
to provide the sweeping signal for both the sourceoutput
and the tracking receiver LO.
The basic synthesistechnique is fractional-N frequency
synthesis.2This technique for synthesizingfrequenciesof
arbitraryresolutionusesa phase-lockedloop, a divide-by-N
counter, a "pulse swallowing" variable modulus counter,
and analog circuitry to correct for phase interpolation. A
proprietary IC and a custom resistor network are used to
realize the performance and cost advantages of this
technique.
Several circuit improvements have been added to enable
fractional-N frequency synthesis to be performed at frequencies of 300 to 500 MHz. Advances in operational
amplifier technology have allowed discrete circuits to be
replaced with high-performanceICs. One example of this
is the integratorshown in Fig. B. A 500-kHzlow-passfilter
after the sample-and-holdcircuits filters out the high harmonics of the 100-kHz referencefrequency used by the
phase-lockedloop. This preventsthesesignalsfrom becoming phase sidebandson the output. A major contribution
is the ability to sweep the entire frequency range in one
band. The VCO that provides this capability is similar to
the 300-MHzoscillator designdescribedearlier.It is a negative-impedanceoscillatorusing a shortedhansmissionline
as an inductor and varicap diodes as the tuning elements.
The ability to obtain a negative resistanceregion over such
a large frequency range required careful optimization of
several parameters. Many of the performance characteristics were achievedonly after designattention was focused
on good RF shielding techniques. Fig. I illustrates the
shielding used to minimize coupling between circuits on
the synthesizerboard and circuits on other boards.
250-kHz Offset.The HP 3577A's designrequiresgeneration
of an offset frequency equal to the receiver IF. The source
and the receiverstherefore are tuned to the samefrequency
as they are swept from 5 Hzto 2OOMHz. A 250-kHzrefer-

Fig. 10. Block diagramof the offset
frequencyboard.
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ence is obtained by dividing the 6-MHz output from the
frequency referenceboard by 24. This frequency is used
as one input to a phase detector that is part of the phaselocked loop of the offset board (Fig. 10). The 6-MHz and
300-MHz outputs from the frequency referenceboard are
sent to the offset board, which generatesa 300.25-MHz
signal that is sent to the output board to mix with the
swept LO. The 300'25-MHzVCO is
300.25-to-500.25-MHz
another negative-impedancedesign.This oscillator's output is mixed against the 300-MHz synthesizedreference
signal and the lower sidebandof 250 kHz is then compared
with the 250-kHzreferencesignal in a phasedetector.The
dc signal out of this phase detector is used to control the
300.2S-MHzphase-lockedloop whose output is the desired
25O-kHzoffsetfrequencysynchronizedwith the reference.
Local Oscillator. The local oscillator board (Fig. 11) appearsto have a deceptively simple function. The circuit is
designed to provide three identical 0.25-to-20o.25-MHz
tracking LO signalsfor the HP 3577A'sthree receivers.The
tracking signals are produced by mixing a fixed 300-MHz
signal from the referenceboard with the swept 300.25-to500.25-MHzoutput from the synthesizer.There are several
important performancecharacteristicsthat require special
attention. The three LO signalsmust be matched in phase
and amplitude (although amplitude matching is of lesser
consequence)over a 200-MHzbandwidth. Thereareseveral
types of spurious responsesthat, if present,would be converted by the mixers on the receiver board and produce
dynamic rangelimitations. Hence,the requirementfor the
dynamic range of the receiversto be better than 100 dB
places some severeconstraintson the LO signal purity.
The required level of performanceof the local oscillator
board was achievedby careful designof the filters, mixers,
and shielding, and by using a limiter for single-sideband
rejection. Various 200-MHz and 300-MHz low-passfilters
are used to ensure pure signal inputs to amplifiers and
mixers. The main conversion mixer used to generatethe
O.25-Io-2OO.25-MHz
output is a high-level, double-balanced mixer capable of providing low-level, high-order
mixer products. Special RF shielding cans and circuit
placement are used to obtain the high on-board frequency
isolation (over 120 dB at severalhundred MHz).
A typical mixer used for frequency translation has several
undesirableconversionmechanisms.One such mechanism
is single-sidebanddetection of signals on the switching
port. It is important, therefore, that the level of singlesideband signal delivered to the mixer be reduced to an
acceptablerange.The local oscillator board uses a limiter
in the signal path to control the level. It is well known that
a single-sidebandsignal can be modeled as a sum of an
amplitude-modulated signal and a phase-modulatedsignal. The limiter converts any single-sidebandlevel to a

phase-modulateddouble-sidebandsignalby removing any
amplitude modulation. The particular type of limiter chosen (the mixer-limiter configuration) also has the advantage
of providing feedback around the limiter, which further
stabilizesthe output againstfrequency responselosses.
Oven Reference.The oven board provides the 10-MHz
high-stability crystal oscillator referencefrequencyfor the
HP 3577A. For high-stability operationwhile the temperature of the oven is reaching a stable point, the user can
supply an external 10-MHz oscillator. Otherwise, the HP
3577A usesits coarse10-MHzYCO as a referenceuntil the
oven source stabilizes.
As the HP 3577A warms up to a constant temperature,
the current flowing into the oven is monitored. During the
warm-up period the required current is greater than the
current required later to keep the oven at a stabilized temperature.The decreasein this current is measuredand used
to enablean output switch that delivers the 10-MHz oven
referencesignal to the referenceboard. This RF switch can
also be enabled/disabledby a signal from the reference
board that indicates whether an external 10-MHz reference
is present(seeFig. 7). The RF switch consistsof a transistor
and two FETsthat togetherprovide at least100-dBrejection
of the 10-MHz signal when the switch is off.
Power Supply. The power supply for the HP 35774 is a
switching regulator designwhich has good efficiency. The
configuration used is referred to as a half bridge. The ac
power line voltage is rectified to form a dc voltagethat is
switched at a 40-kHz rate by MOSFET switchesto provide
the signal to be transformedto the desiredsecondaryvoltages.The feedbackcontrol is around the rectified 5V secondary output. The error voltage is supplied to a pulse
width modulator IC for loop correction.
One interesting outcome of developing an instrumentquality switching power supply is that a large portion of
the cost and a lot of the designand developmenttime was
spent on providing protection circuits for the supply. Some
of these circuits enablethe supply to withstand accidental
abuseand someallow the supply to be relatively insensitive
to power line variations.The HP 3577A'spower supply is
designedto withstand a range of line voltagesas well as
instantaneous excessive voltages (surges) and instantaneous excessivelylow voltages(sags).Wheneveran out-of-toleranceline voltageexistsfor a substantialtime, the supply
shuts down in an orderly fashion. This meansthat the RAM
portion of the microprocessoris disabled before its 5V
power is removed.The supply is also internally protected
against accidental servicing abusesand component failures.The supply shuts down in caseof secondaryovervoltagesand current limits, primary current limits, and excessive environmental temperatures.
A switching power supply can be thought of as a time-
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Fig. 11. Blockdiagramof thelocal
oscillator(LO) board.
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varying linear system.Closing the feedbackloop from the
5V dc output to the pulse width modulator chip is a control
loop problem. Designers usually want a great deal of gain
to reduce ripple at the input frequenciesand, for loop stability, want to have gain crossoverdeterminedby a single
pole. These conditions, along with the requirement of a
two-pole filter for reducing the switching frequency to a
low level, make for interesting design challenges.Some
solutions for reducing the two-pole rolloff to a single-pole
rolloff use the inherent equivalent series resistance that
occurs in the capacitorused for switching frequencyfiltering. This resistancecan provide a zero that can aid the
loop responseshaping.While this type of loop compensation can be used successfully,it does depend on an often
unspecified and uncontrollable parameter-the filter capacitor's ESR or equivalent seriesresistance.
The power supply in the HP 3577A was designedusing
a different two-loop technique to provide frequency compensation for the switcher. One feedbackloop, the inner
or ac loop, sensesthe 40-kHz output beforethe LC section
of the 40-kHz filter. The outer or dc Ioop sensesthe dc
output after the conversionto 5V has taken place.The two
loops are then summed for a common error signal. One
advantageof this scheme is that the poles of the inner loop
become zeros in the overall feedbackresponseequation.
Thus, a properly placed pole in the inner loop can become
a zero that compensatesfor the LC filter rolloff. This gives
a very important degree of freedom for the control loop
design. In addition, the compensation is very well controlled and can be accuratelyused to provide the required
level of stability.
DigitalSystem
The digital processingcapabilities of the HP 3577A arc
provided by two separatemicroprocessors(seeFig. 3). The
main processoris an MC6B000 and its partner, the fast
processor,is a 290O-familybit-slice processorthat is microprogrammedto do the real-time data processingin the inshument. The main processorhandles the user interface,
HP-IB protocol, analoghardware control, and servicediagnostics.It also provides a list of tasksfor the fast processor
to perform during every frequency sweep. The trace memory provides 24K bytes of nonvolatile storage,which is
accessibleby both the main processorand the fast processor. The main processor RAM and the trace memory ttAM
consist of low-power CMOS devicesthat are automatically
powered by a lithium battery when ac line power is not
applied to the instrument.
The fast processoris made up of four 2901 bit-slice ALU
chips, each four bits wide, resulting in a 16-bit wide data
path. The microcode resides in a 2Kx48-bit ROM array
and provides all of the control signalsfor the fast processor.
A 291,0microsequencerchip combines instructions from
the microstorewith conditions in the ALU to provide conditional and unconditional branchingand subroutinecalls.
Most of the fast processoris implemented using high-speed
Schottky-technologyparts.
Although the analyzer provides a phase-continuousfrequency sweep, data is taken and stored at discretepoints,
typically 401 points per sweep.On a point-by-point basis,
the fast processortakes the data from the three receivers,
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multiplies it by a gain factor, adjusts the phase for any
electricallength compensation,performsthe vectoraveraging algorithm, and storesthe correcteddata in trace memory. The data from the three receivers is of the form R *
jX, where R is the real or in-phase portion of the vector
and X is the imaginaryor quadratureportion of the vector.
The fast processorthen processesthe data according to
the functions selectedand/or defined by the user.After the
fast processorcompletesits signalprocessingtasksit scales
the data for the display and passes the data to the main
processor.The main processortakes the data on an interrupt basis and writes it to the memory of the internal HP
1345,\ Display (with optional memory board), which provides high-quality vector graphics.
The HP-IB interfaceis implemented using a TMS9914A
interface IC under the control of the main processor
firmware.
Trace Math
Vector averagingis performed using the following algorithm:
Ru,g : (l/k)R

"*

+ R,".[(k - 1]/kl

and X.,, : (1/k)X,"* + X"c.[k-1)/k]
where R."" and X.." are the accumulated values from previous sweeps,R..* and X,.* arethe valuesfrom the current
sweep,and k is the averagingconstantselectedby the user
( e i t h e r1 . , 2 ,4 , B , L 6 , 3 2 , 6 4 , ' L Z Bo, r 2 5 6 ) .T h i s a l g o r i t h m
results in the data from previous sweeps being averaged
according to an exponential weighting, with the most recent sweepsweighted the most. Thus, the algorithm can
follow drifts in the data while still providing a reduction
in the variance.Restrictingk to powers of two makes the
averagingcalculationssignificantly faster,sincein floatingpoint notation incrementingor decrementingthe exponent
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Fig.12. Plotof group delayas measuredby the HP 3577A.

is equivalent to a multiply or divide by two. To facilitate
efficient start-up,the actualvalue of k is sequencedthrough
'1,,2, 4, et cetera until the value
selected by the user is
reached.The data is then further processedto prepare it
for display. First, the fast processorperforms any calculations required by the input selection.This may be as simple
as INPUTn divided by INPUTR (A/R)or may be a very complicated user-definedexpression.Next, the fast processor
adjuststhe phaseof the datafor the phaseslope adjustment
and then doesthe display function calculation (seeTableI).
The two most common display functions (log magnitude
and phase) have traditionally been implemented using a
log amplifier and an analogphasedetector.Becauseof the
digital IF structure in the receiver (see Fig. 5), the HP
3577A's ability to do the detection digitally has greatly
improved the stability and resolution of the analyzer'sdetector. The delay calculation is performed by approximating the derivative of phase @with respectto frequency <,r
(Fig. 12). That is, group delay : -LQlL,o, where Ao :
delay aperture.
Selectabledelay apertures are provided (in percent of
the selectedfrequency span) according to the number of
data points used for the aperture.This allows the user to
trade off noise reduction (provided by a wide aperture)and
frequency resolution (provided by a narrow aperture) to
optimize the group delay measurement.Apertures of 0.S,
1,,2,4,B,and 16 percentof the frequencyspanareprovided
and the resulting delay apertureis displayed in hertz. Previous analyzers provided only a fixed delay aperture,
which could result in the aperture being wider than the
bandwidth of the device under test.This difficulty is eliminated in the HP 3577A,becausethe delay apertureautomatically tracks the selectedfrequency span.

SWEEP
CONTROL
coordinatesthe synthesizer,the output
board,and the fast processorin performingthe sweepfunctions in the instrument. It also keeps track of when the
digital marker information must be updated and does so
when the sweep passesthe marker location. At the start of
eachsweep,SWEEP
generatesa list of instructions
CONTROL
for the fast processorhardware to executeand setsup the
control ports in the analog sections. During the sweep,
SWEEPCONTROL
keeps track of the activities of the fast
processorand analog circuits by acting as a software state
machine. Events in the fast processorcause SWEEPCONTROLto transition from one state to the next. This state
machine approach keeps an extremely complex real-time
task manageable.SWEEPMANAGER
initializes the fast processorand the fractional-N frequency synthesizerand sets
up the sweep.
COMMAND
INTERPRETEB
acceptscommandsfrom the front
panel and the HP-IB interface,categorizeseach command
and invokes the appropriate subordinatemodule. This is
the largestprocessin the instrument software;it includes
menu generation,user-definedmath support, plotter control, HP-IB command parsing, numeric entry, RPG (rotary
pulse generator or knob) entry, and general command
execution. Corresponding HP-IB commands and frontpanel key pressesare translatedinto the sameinternal tokens by COMMAND
INTERPRETER
and passedon to the appropriate subordinatemodule for execution.This makescommand processingfor the HP-IB and the front panel consistent, minimizes duplicate code, and streamlinesthe software structure.
CONFIDENCE
TESTand 1 PORTCALTBRATTON
are less-used
processesthat implement their respectivefeaturesby emitting commandsthat COMMAND
INTEBPRETER
executes.
A system of messagequeuesallows communication beSoftware
tween processes.One processmay needto provide informaThe software structure is shown in Fig. 13. EXECUTIVE,
tion to another processbefore it is executed so that the
the highest-levelmodule, performsthe processscheduling
receivingprocessknows what action is required.The sendfunction. EXECUTIVE
maintains a table that indicates the
ing processputs the messagein the messagequeue of the
statusof each processand its priority. The highest-priority
receiving process.When the receivingprocessis executed,
processthat is ready to run will be executed.Processescan
it first looks in its queue to determine what messagesare
scheduleother processesto be run as appropriateand prothere and then determines what action is required.
cessescan cancel other processeswhen they are no longer
Some sections of the software are so critical that they
needed.This approach provides an orderly means of conare interrupt driven. The MC6B000main microprocessor
trolling the large software system.EXECUTIVE
normally alhas seven levels of interrupt, five of which are used. The
ternatesbetweenexecutingSWEEP
CONTROL
and COMMAND
highest-levelinterrupt (level Z) is connectedto the tNSTRuINTERPRETER.
ment PRESET
key on the front panel. Level 6 is used by the
fast processorto transfer trace data to the main processor
in real time. Level 5 is used by the fast processorto transfer
Table I
status information. The status interrupt procedure perDisplay Function Calculations
forms only the critical tasks and then puts the status messagein the SWEEP
CONTROL
messagequeueto be processed
Function
Calculation
later. Level 4 is the systemtimer, a divided-down version
of the t0-MHz referencethat intenupts the main processor
LogMagnitude
10log (R'z+ X'z)
at a 6-Hz rate. This interrupt is used to scan the keyboard
LinearMagnitude
v.Rz + xr-and update a softwarereal-time clock. Interrupt level 3 is
Phase
tan-1(x/R)
used in conjunction with the TMS9914A HP-IB interface
Real
R
circuit to implement the HP-IB functions.
Imaginary
X
The firmware for the main processor was developed
Polar
R versus X
using a Pascalworkstation basedon an HP 9000 Series200
- A.6lLa
Group Delay
Computer.The richnessof the Pascaldialect and the excellent computing power and memory size of the Series200
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were combined with some custom utilities to provide an
efficient software development workstation. These workstations were then networked together with a shared resource manager (HP 9000 Model 226 Computer, Option
500) that allows accessto a common disc and printer as
well as a means of transferring data between workstations.
Since both the Series 200 Computers and the HP 3577A
Analyzer use an MC68O00microprocessor,the software
developed on these workstations was inherently portable
to the HP 3577l..
Approximately 90% of the instrument's firmware was
written in Pascaland 10% was written in assemblercode.
Thereareapproximately40,000lines of sourcecode,which
were compiled into 256Kbytesof MC68000machinecode.
Servicing Features
The HP 3577A provides two means of assuring proper
operation of its circuits. First, the instrument performs a
variety of self-testswithout the need for customer interaction. On power-up, the main processorRAM and ROM are
tested, trace memory is tested, various system clocks are
checked for activity, and the fast processorperforms a selftest. The main processoralso continuously monitors the
signal,which is an open-collector
statusof the AnalogFailure
logic signal that is pulled low when a failure is sensedin
the analog section. Second,a confidence test is included
that requires the user to connect the source output to a
receiver input with a short cable.The user can invoke this
test to verify the functionality of the instrument. The
analyzer does several frequency sweeps and checks the
measured data againstlimits to determine whether a failure
has occurred,Becauseof the high performanceof the instrument, this is not a test to full specifications,but instead
merely a test of whether the instrument is functional.
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Test
A BroadbandTwo-PortS-Parameter
Set
by William M. Spaulding

PARAMETERSallow network designersto characterize the transmission and reflection behavior of
each port of a loaded N-port network in an accurate
and easy-to-usemanner. The scattering matrices formed
by each network's S-parameterscan be used to evaluate
network matchingunder loaded conditions or can be easily
combined to form one overall scatteringmatrix that characterizes a complex network formed of many smaller networks whose individual scatteringmatriceshave been determined separately.To aid the designerin obtainingthese
useful parameterswith the HP 3577A Network Analyzer
(seearticle on page 4), a special test set was developed.
The HP 35677N8 S-ParameterTest Set (A for 500 systems, B for 75O systems)is based on the standard reflectometerbridge configurationthat hasbeenused in HewlettPackardinstrumentation for many years (seeFig. 1). Early
in the HP 35677A18project,a decision was made to implement the test set as a "slave" unit by tapping the circuitry

of the HP 3577A for power and control. A very simple,
rear-panel, four-wire interconnect was developed as the
completeinterface.This approachprovided the foundation
for a very cost-effectiveinstrument,and allowed the designers to focus on optimizing the RF design over a wide frequency rangeof 100 kHz to 200 MHz as the major development effort.
S-parametermeasurementsrequire the capability of distinguishing incident power from reflectedpower at the test
ports. Two methods for separatingincident and reflected
waves are illustrated in Fig, 2 and Fig. 3. The schematic
shown in Fig. 2a is representativeof directional coupler
circuits designedto function over a broad frequencyrange
from LF (tens of kilohertz) to VHF and microwave. Individual circuit differencesusually center on the manner in
which the coupling transformersare implemented. At frequencies ranging from audio to low RF, transformersare
often built using pot core or toroid designs.Mutual-imped-

INPUTB
of HP 3577A

@ht
iq|i!qh

INPUT B

of HP 35774

DirectionalBridge

Reflections11
R/P Gonnector
lo HP 3577A

INPUTA
of HP 3577A

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the HP
35677AlB S-Parameterfest Set.
Ihls test set is based on the standard reflectometerbridge configurction used by HP for many
years, but required particular care
rn its deslgn lo cover a 100-kHz1o200-MHz frequency range.
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ance-coupledlines are used as transformersas frequencies
progress upward from RF to millimeter wavelengths. Fig.
2b shows an idealized circuit for the coupler which models
transformer T1 as a scaled current source and transformer
T2 as a scaled voltage source. Standardnetwork analysis
methods may be used to analyze the function of these circuits. From Fig. 2b it can be shown that:
: (fal)vF
vout : (1/2N)[VF * Vn - (IF - IRJRREF]
The voltage applied to the detector is proportional to the
voltage reflection coefficient f scaledby the coupling factor
1AI. Common choices for the coupling factor are 1:10 or
1:100,yielding 20-dB and 40-dB couplers,respectively.A
distinct advantageof the configuration ofFig. 2 is the ability
to handle very large power levels,becauseof the 2O-dB-to40-dB loss to the detector port, while delivering full
matched power from the source. The major disadvantage
lies in the use of coupling transformers. At lower frequencies, coupling transformerscan be realized to cover a frequency range on the order of a decade. Higher-frequency
couplers are usually limited to octave frequency ranges
becauseof bandwidth restrictions imposed by transformers
implemented from coupled lines. Hence, multidecade
bandwidths for thesedevicesarenot generallyrealizable.
Bridge Configuration
Fig. 3a shows the standard bridge configuration most
often used to implement a multidecade reflectometer.As
indicated by the circuit model of Fig. 3b, the function of
the balun transformer is to float the single-ended voltage
source across the bridge. In an alternative connection, the

bridge could be driven single-endedfrom the source port
and the balun used to float the detector (seeFig. 3c). The
circuit shown in Fig. 3a was chosenfor the HP 35677A18,
because the stray reactances of the balun are padded by
the internal impedance of the bridge, resulting in a better
detector port match. This can be an extremely important
effect at the upper frequency limits of the system.
Although careful designis required, it is easierto implement the source balun in Fig. 3a than it is to implement
the broadband transformers in Fig. 2a. By cascading two
toroidal baluns wound from transmission line, a very highperformance balun covering a multidecade frequency range
can be realized. At higher frequencies, the balun effect of
a transmission line greater than one quarter wavelength in
electrical length can be made to dominate as the transformer action of the toroids begins to fail. Higher-frequency
test setsfrom Hewlett-Packard(e.g.,the HP 8503A/B S-Parameter Test Set) use small semirigid coaxial line for the
balun windings. The center conductor acts as the primary
winding and the shield acts as the secondarywinding.
Another alternative for the transmission line is to use
wire carefully glued together at precise spacing to provide
a parallel-wire line with the proper characteristicimpedance.This line is then wound onto the toroidal coresusing
standard toroid winding machines to produce a bifilarwound transformer. This approach is used in the HP
35677AlF.One balun is wound on very high-permeability,
low-frequency, ferrite material to extend the frequency
range downward. The secondbalun is wound on a more
broadband ferrite material to provide transformer action at
midrange frequencies. High-frequency performance is
achieved by transmission-line balun effects asthe line electrically becomeslonger than one quarter wavelength. Over-
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Fig.2. Directionalcoupler design
for separating incident and reflected waves. (a) Circuitschematic. (b) Idealized circuit model. Zo
is either 50 ohms (HP 35677A) or
75 ohms (HP 356778).

all, extremely broadband performance results, covering a
range in the HP 35677A18 that spans three decades and
one octave (100 kHz to 200 MHz).

StriplineDesign
Once baluns with satisfactory performance were designed, the engineering effort centered on the fabrication
of the bridge circuit using standard G-to epoxy-glass
printed circuit techniques. One method used to achieve
transmission lines on printed circuit boards is illustrated
in Fig. 4. A trace of width w is etched on one side of the
board with a ground plane covering the other side. The
characteristic impedance of the stripline is determined
using formulas such as those discussed in reference 1. Since
the relative permittivity and dielectric losses of the printed
circuit substrate material can vary significantly from batch
to batch, the corresponding characteristic impedance and
line insertion loss can also vary.
To preserve the cost advantage of using standard materials over having to use a substrate material with tightly
controlled properties, the approach shown in Fig. 5 was
chosen. In this approach, a machined housing functions
as the ground plane and air is used as the dielectric. Since

the plating is reasonably uniform over one side of the
printed circuit substrate,the dimension d is controlled by
the machining of the housing-a process that can be very
accurate.No metal surfacesexist on the opposite side of
the printed circuit board for distances many times greater
than d. As a result, the per-unit-length capacitanceof the
line is determined primarily by the dielectric constant of
air, with the effects of the properties of the printed circuit
materialsbeing almost totally negligible.
Directivity of the bridge correspondsto balancing its
componentson a one-to-onebasis.Extremecarewas taken
to preserve symmetry in the printed circuit board artwork
and to retain accuracyin the placementof the bridge components to maximize balance. A capacitance-adjustment
screw was addedto the referenceresistorside of the circuit
to allow for minor variationsin capacitanceat the test port.
Techniques similar to those describedabovewere used
in the design of the power splitter circuitry. Baluns and
an attenuator pad were also placed in the referencepath
to equalize electrical length and insertion loss.
Acknowledgments
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PrintedCircuit
Foil
Fig. 5. Stnp transmission-line
design used on the printed
circuit boards in the HP 356774/B S-Parameter fest Sets.
Ihis deslgn minimizes the effects of variations m substrate
material properties.
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Fig. 6. The broadband performance of the HP 35677418 SParameter Iest Sets combined
with the features of the HP 3577A
Network Analyzer allow measurement of an S-parameter,such as
the transmissioncoefficient srt
shown here, over a range from 100
kHz to 200 MHz with one fesl
setup.
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An ADC for a NetworkAnalyzerReceiver
by Alan J. Baker
HE HIGH ACCURACY and resolution of the HP
3577A Network Analyzer are featuresthat are made
possiblein part by the digital IF sectionand the anaIog-to-digital conversion scheme used in the receivers.
Hence, resolution, linearity, and dynamic range of the HP
3577 A are directly related to the performance of the analogto-digital converter (ADCJ used in its receivers.
The HP 3577A has an overall dynamic range of 100 dB,
a dynamic accuracy (linearity) of 10.02 dB over +o dB of
its dynamic range with some degradation over a wider
dynamic range, and a resolution of o.o0t dB. The 100-dB
dynamic range would seem to dictate that a 17-bit ADC be
used in this application, However, full rz-bit linearity is
not required at full scale, because the dynamic accuracy
specification corresponds to only 9-bit linearity at that
level. Furthermore, only a 15-bit linearity would be required to hold the dynamic accuracy specification for an
input 40 dB below full scale (simply because six of the
upper bits of the ADC are lost, that is, are zero at this input
level). What is really required is an ADC that has enough
Iinearity to meet the dynamic accuracy specification and
that can be moved over the required dynamic range to
reduce the maximum number of bits required.
As mentioned in the article on page 4, the HP 3577A
receiver's ADC stage is constructed using a 1z-bit successive-approximation A-to-D converter preceded by a prescaling amplifier. The gain of the amplifier is variable in
6-dB increments from o dB to 42 dB, When an A-to-D
conversion begins, the gain is initially set to 0 dB and the
ADC performs a quick eight-bit conversion to obtain an
estimate of the input level. This eight-bit estimate is then
used to address a ROM lookup table. The output of the
lookup table is used to set the gain of the prescaling
amplifier to the optimum value, that value being the gain
that pushes the input to the ADC as near as possible to
positive or negative full scale without exceeding full scale.
Then, the ADC performs a more accurate 12-bit conversion.
This arrangement is essentially a floating-point analog-

GainG=2n;n=0,1,...,7

Fig. 1. Simplifiedblock diagram of the analoglo-digital conversion section used in the three receivers of the HP 3577A
Network Analyzer.

to-digital converter. The result of the tZ-bit conversion
represents the mantissa, and the gain setting for the prescaling amplifier represents the binary exponent. Fig. 1 is a
simplified block diagram of the A-to-D conversion section
of the HP 3577 A's receivers. As shown in this diagram, the
result of the 12-bit conversion is postmultiplied by the
reciprocal of the gain of the prescaling amplifier or 1./G.
This is analogous to multiplying by a binary exponent and
is accomplished by appending the appropriate number of
zeros to the 12-bit result from the ADC. This technique
provides an ADC that runs at an B-kHz conversion rate
with 0.004-dB resolution, better than -r0.02-dB dynamic
accuracy, and greater than 100-dB dynamic range. The resolution is improved to better than 0.001 dB by averaging
multiple samples in the presence of noise.
Fig. 2 gives a more detailed picture of the prescaling
amplifier. This amplifier is a standard inverting amplifier
and its gain is varied by changing the position of the summing node relative to the resistor network through the use
of FET switches. Only one of the FETs is ever on at any
given time. The series sum of the resistors to the left of the
on FET corresponds to the amplifier's input resistor and
the series sum of the resistors to the right of the on FET
corresponds to its feedback resistor. The resistor network

To ADC

From Lookup Table

Fig.2. Prescaling amplifier used
with the receiver ADC.
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Fig. 3. Effect on linearity error of offsetting the input signal
a small amount.The shaded region definesthe HP 3577A's
linearity specification. (a) Linearityerror caused by one LSB
error in the MSB transition of the ADC No srgnal offset. (b)
Reduction of error in (a) by offsetting input signal by only
0.013"/. of full scale. (c) Further reduction of hnearityerror in
(a) by offsettinginput signal by 0.07% of full scale.
is a patterned thin film of tantalum nitride. The thin-film
resistors are ratio-trimmed to +o.o2o/o to provide the required A-to-D conversion linearity. Guarding techniques
and low-leakage FETs are used in the prescaling amplifier
circuit to prevent leakage currents from summing into the
amplifier and introducing nonlinearities.
The resistor R- in Fig. 2 is only switched into the circuit
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when the eight-bit estimate of the input is being made.
Ideally, this estimate is made with the gain of the prescaling
amplifier set to one (0 dB). To provide some margin in the
eight-bit estimate, the gain of the amplifier is actually set
to 1.1 instead of one by switching R- in parallel with the
effective input resistor. This 10% margin ensures that the
input to the ADC does not exceed full scale when the optimum gain value is selected from the eight-bit estimate
for the subsequent 12-bit conversion.
The f z-bit ADC is used in a bipolar mode. That is, the
most-significant bit (MSB) of the 12-bit result is a sign bit
so that the mantissa is represented in sign-inverted two'scomplement form. The MSB transition occurs in the region
of zero volts. Consequently, small input signals fall into
the MSB transition region and an error in the MSB transition will create a dynamic linearity error at small signal
levels. Since dynamic linearity is a ratio error (the ratio of
the measurement error to the input signal levelJ, the
dynamic linearity can be improved by offsetting the input
to the ADC slightly so that small inputs are biased out of
the MSB transition region. Granted, there are code errors
associated with other bits of the ADC output. However, if
the input signal is offset by only a small amount so that it
doesn't fall into the region of another major bit transition,
the noise on the input smooths out the errors associated
with the least-significant bits (LSBs). The digital filtering
that follows the ADC effectively averages multiple A-to-D
samples and provides this smoothing.
Fig. 3a shows the linearity error that results because of
a one-LSB error in the MSB transition of the ADC. Fig. 3b
shows the improved linearity when the input signal is offset
by only 0.013% of full scale. Fig. 3c shows the further
improvement in linearity for an offset oI O.O7o/o
of full scale.
The input offset is adjusted at the factory to provide the
required linearity.
Fig. 4 is a model of the A-to-D conversion section that
includes the various offsets associated with this section of
circuitry. These offsets can create several types of linearity
errors if not adjusted properly. Vo"^ is the offset associated
with all of the circuitry before the A-to-D conversion section. This offset is adjustable. Vo", is the offset associated
with the prescaling amplifier and can also be adjusted.
Finally, Vo", is the input offset associated with the 12-bit
ADC and is not adiusted in this scheme.
From Fig. 4, the expression that describes the digital
output as a function of the analog input voltage is:
vour:[-G

( V i . + V " " , ,+) ( G + 1 ) V " " , + V " " , ]x 1 l G

(11

which may be reduced to:
yggl: -(Vi,,*Vo.u-Vo",)+(Vo,,+Vo",)/G

(2)

Note that Vo", is referred back to the input. That is, V.",
appears in the same term that contains V,. and V..^. This
term is independent of the gain selected. The second term
is an offset term that scales with the selected gain. Recall
that to select the optimum gain, the prescaling amplifier
is first set to a gain of 1.1 to obtain an eight-bit estimate of
the input signal level. When a gain of 1.1 is selected, the
second term of Equation 2 may be a significant percentage

.

GainG,=2n;n;0,1,.,,,2

of the total answer if Vo". and Vo"" are significant. Consequently, the estimated signal level can be in error by a
significant amount, resulting in an improper gain selection
for the 1z-bit A-to-D conversion. In some cases, the incorrect gain chosen may cause the input to the ADC to exceed
full scale, the result being a spike in the dynamic linearity
plot (see Fig. 5).
When measuring one or the other of the quadrature components of the input (either real or imaginary), the HP
3577A averages two samples that are 180 degrees out of
phase, with the sign of one of the samples inverted. This
sign inversion and averaging are done in the digital down0.75
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lo
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G

Fig.4. Simplitiedmodel from Fig.
1 with various offset voltaoes included.
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Fig.5. Effect of an error in the 12-bit A-to-D conversion gain
selectionon dynamic linearity (note spike near - 40 dB input
level). The shaded region defines the area of operation within
soecifications.

conversion and filtering stages that follow the ADC. The
expression describing this process is:
Measurement: % VOUTly..- y2 v0url _V,"

(3)

The gains associated with the positive and negative samples may not be the same. If the gain associated with the
positive sample is Go and the gain associated with the
negative sample is G,, then by inserting Equation 2 for V,,
and -V,. in Equation 3 we obtain:
Measurement-

-V,. + l2(Vo", + V"",) [(1/Gp]-tllc.ll

(41

Note that Vo"o is eliminated and does not appear in this
equation. Vo"o is the offset used to bias small signals out
of the MSB transition region of the ADC. This dc term is
converted to an out-of-band term in the digital down-conversion stage that follows the ADC and therefore does not
affect the measurement. The second term of the equation
represents a measurement nonlinearity that occurs when
the positive and negative gains are not the same (this occurs
when the input voltage is in the gain transition region).
Both of the problems just described (improper gain selection and a nonlinearity caused by different positive and
negative gains) can be eliminated or reduced by adjusting
Vo", so that Vo", - - Vo",. When this is done, the enor
terms in Equations Z and4 go to zero. Vo", is adjusted in
the factory to eliminate these errors.
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An IndustrialWorkstationTerminalfor
HarshEnvironments
Thisterminalis designedto collectproductiondata right
at the sourceon the shop floorin adverseenvironmental
conditions.
Dureau,and JacquesFirdmann
by Jean Bounaix,Jean-Claude
I N THE INDUSTRIAL WORLD TODAY, competition is
I strong and is focused on price and quality. Production
I managementhas to keep a close watch on materials,
labor, processes,and goods.To help production people in
their decisionprocesses,application programscan provide
real-time data synthesis,but their results are meaningful
only if the data has been picked up right at the source-the
production line.
HP's new industrial workstation terminal, the HP 30814
(Fig. 1), is designedto meet this need. It can go into hostile
environmentscharacterizedby dust, humidity, liquid jets,
chemical pollution, repetitive vibrations or shocks, and
strong electromagneticdisturbances.Its excellent resistance to the environment, especially to dust and liquids,
makesit suitablefor most industrial applications.The only
limitations are temperaturesbelow OoC,or explosiveatmospheres(the terminal is not gas-tight).
The HP 30814 Industrial WorkstationTerminal is a compact, low-cost personal terminal. Its robust plastic casing
ensuresmaximum rigidity and sturdinessas well as excellent resistanceto a wide range of chemicals.Gasketseals
along the casinghalves and cable feedthroughsguarantee
protection from dust and liquid penetrationto an IP rating
of 65, as defined in IEC Publication 529 (seepage26). The
HP 30814 is tested as specified in this standardto verify
its IP rating.
The terminal provides the untrained operator with very

lilil
ililil
rilil
III
Fig. 1. TheHP 3081A lndustrialWorkstationTerminalis sealed
against dust and liquids to an lP rating of 65. The standard
numeric keypad has large keys that are easy to operate with
gloves on.

keypad,a choice
Fig.2, Optionsincludean alphanumeric
of bar code wands,and a choiceof slotreaders.
simple data input and output devices:
! One-line alphanumeric display. Messagesup to 32
characters in length can guide operators step by step
through their data collection transactions.
I Keyboard with large keys. Operators can use the keyboard to enter answers through user-definable function keys.
r Bar code reader. To shorten the data capture process
when long alphanumeric data is entered, the keyboard
can be bypassedby bar code input, which also significantly improves data integrity.
In its standardconfiguration,the HP 30814 is supplied
with a numeric keypad with five function keys (10 with
shift key), a 32-characteralphanumeric display, and 2400baud, current-loop data communicationscapability.
The display uses vacuum fluorescent technology, and
has bright green 6 x 3-mm (0.24x 0.12-in) characters.
For applicationsrequiring alphabetickeyboardinput, an
optional full alphanumeric keyboard is available (Fig. 2).
The ABCD sequentialIayout of the alphanumerickeyboard
makes more senseto industrial users who are not familiar
with typewriter or computer terminals and prefer to "hunt
and peck" in alphabeticalorder.
The optional bar codereaderis designedto provide more
efficient data entry by greatly reducing the time and errors
associatedwith keyboard entry. The amount of reduction
varies, depending on what reports one reads or what assumptions one makes,but it is not unreasonableto expect
that typically, entry time can be reduced by a factor of 10
over typing, while accuracy can be increasedby a factor
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of 1000. The terminal can be fitted with one of a range of
six bar code readers,including handheld wands and slot
readersfor badgesand edge-codeddocuments.A mounting
bracket is available so that the terminal. as well as the
wand or slot reader,can be securedto a wall or other flat
surface.
lnstallation
The HP 30814 can be connected to a computer in a
number of configurations. When used with anHP 92922A
Four-Channel Adapter or an HP 52923A Single-Channel
Adapter (point-to-point)or with an HP 2333A ClusterController (multipoint), the HP 30814 is powered by a dc voltage (L2Y to 36V) routed through the datacom cable from
the adapteror the controller. When the HP 30814 is used
as a stand-alone(OEMI terminal, an external dc power
supply is required.
The HP 3081Acan be connectedto an RS-232-Cpoint-topoint port on almost any computerthrough the HP 92922A
Adapter (up to four terminalsper adapter)or the HP 92923A
Adapter (oneterminal per adapter).It can also be a component in a distributed network of terminals connected
through the HP 2333A Cluster Controller (up to 32 terminals per controller). Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 illustrate these two
connection methods.
A screwdriveris all that is neededto connectthe currentloop datacom cable (no soldering necessary).The choice
of currentloop cable, which is available in two versions
(standardand special),depends on the datacom distance.
The cable is screw-connectedinside the rear accesspanel
of the terminal. A gasketalong the panel edge maintains
the terminal seal. The optional bar code reader (wand or
slot reader),is alsoscrew-connectedinside the samepanel.
Datacom Distance
For end-userapplications,HP provides two datacomcables, which allow a maximum of 60 meters (HP 92920A)
or 150 meters(HP 92921A)betweenthe HP 3081A and the

How Do You Describe Terminal
Ruggedness?
The HP 3081A IndustrialWorkstationTerminalhas an lP rating
of 65. The industrialbar code wands have an lP rating of 64
whilethe bar code slotreaderis ratedlP 65.Whatdoesthis mean?
Theseratingsare based on a standard(Publication529-1978)
providedby the International
Electrotechnical
Commission(lEC),
Organizationfor Standardwhichis affiliatedwiththe International
ization(lSO).The standardclassifiesdegreesof protectionprovided by the enclosuresof electricalequipment.Afterthe letters
"lP" you see a pairof numerals.
The firstnumberrepresents
the
degreeof protectionagainstparticles,and the secondrepresents
the degreeof protectionagainstliquids.The accompanyingtable
describesthe degreesof protection.
IEC Standard for Classifying Enclosures
Particles
Class
No protection
0
>50 mm (e.9.,hand)
1
2
3

7
a

Liquids
No protection
Protected
fromdrippingwater
(verticalonly)
> 1 2 m m ( e . g . , f i n g e r )P r o t e c t e d f r o m d r i p p i n g w a t e r
(* 15degreesfromvertical)
>2.5 mm
Protected
fromsplashing
(e.g.,screwdriver) water(t60degreesfrom
vertical)
>1 mm (e.9.,steel
Protected
fromsplashing
wire)
water(anydirection)
>75 pm
Protectedfrom water jets
(e.9.,metalfilings). (0.3 bar, 12.5 liter/min)
Totalprotectionfrom Protectedfromwaterjets
(.1bar, 100liter/min)
dustwhateverthe
oarticlesize
Protectedf romaccidental
(150mm depth)
immersion
Protectedf romcontinuous
immersion

.Smallerparticlescannol penetrate the enclosure in amounts sufficient to disrupl
operation.

929224
4-Channel
Adapter

Current Loop (up to 150 m)
AC Power
4x3081A
Industrial
Workstation
Terminals

Fig.3. Point-to-pointconnections of the HP 3081A to an RS-232-Ccomputer can use the HP
929224 Four-ChannelAdapter or the HP 92923A Single-ChannelAdapter (not shown).
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Host Computer
with Multipoint
Capability

DSN/DataLink (up to 4000 m/l9.2 kbd)

2333A Cluster

40253A
8-Channel
Adapter
(up to 4)

8x3081A lndustrial Workstation Terminals per 40253A

Curent Loop 2400 bd (up to 150 m)

Fag.4. Multipoint short-distanceconnections of HP 30B7As to a host computer can use the
HP 23334 Cluster Controllerwith HP 40253A Eight-Channel Adapters.

HP 92s22A,HP 92923A,or HP 2333A.
For hardware OEMs who want to use their own cables,
it is possible to extend this length, provided that a cable
with lower electricalresistanceis used.Two major precautions are necessary.First, the input voltage at the terminal
must not be lower than 12 volts dc, and the voltage drop
in the ground wire must not exceed2.5 volts. The voltage
drop in the ground wire representsa common-modevoltage, since the same ground wire is used for datacom and
power. A separateground wire for the power supply can
be used to avoid this problem. Second,the external diameter of the cable must be between 3.5 and 6.5 mm to maintain the terminal seal.
If an OEM wants to configure the HP 3081A with a local
power supply (i.e., if neither the HP 92922A123Anor the
HP 2333Ais used),the distanceis restrictedby current-loop
datacomrequirements(600metersor 1960feet),ratherthan
by cable resistance.
Note that HP doesnot provide or support low-resistance
cable or a local power supply.
Design
The electronic circuitry is designed to implement the
terminal functions at the lowest possible cost compatible
with moderatevolume. Standardbut functionally efficient
components were chosen. A single printed circuit board
based on one microcomputer chip carries about one
hundred components,as shown in Fig. 5. (CRT terminals
today typically have more than four hundred). While the
electronics of the terminal have been significantly
simplified, the major design points are the sealed case,
keyboard,and connection panel.

Case
Three criteria influenced the design of the case.First,
the internal electronicshad to be protectedfrom the harsh
industrial environment. Second. the electronic connections also had to be protected.And third, the cost had to
be low. A sealedcase,dust- and liquid-resistant,offers a
solution to the problem of protecting the internal electronics. Waterproofconnectionsoften found in specialized
military and industrial applications were available and
could have solved the secondproblem, but their cost and
complexity eliminated this choice. Instead, the connec-

Fig. 5. Ihe HP 3081A'ssimplified electronicsare on a single
printed circuit board.
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or placed on a table.
For cost and reliability reasons, we chose a direct connection with the printed circuitboard (Fig. 9). A special curved
pin was designed to give good flexion and protection from
strains on solder points, on the glass, and on the board,
both during assembly and later in use. Special tooling was
developed to curve and locate 40 pins at the same time.
Repetitive shock and vibration tests of long duration have
demonstrated the quality of the connection system.

Fig. 6. fhe casels sea/edby toroidalgaskefsprcssedinto
grooves.
tions are placed inside the case.
The caseis madeof ABS plastic, gradeKfB. This material
has good mechanicalproperties,shock resistance(stretching under temperature),and good chemical resistanceto
acids, bases, solvents, and oils. The sealing function is
implemented differently for the case, the keyboard, and
the connections.
For sealing of the case,toroidal gasketsare pressed into
constant-volumegrooves(Fig. 6). This technology is used
to seal the assembly of the top and bottom halves of the
case,the display window on the top of the case,and the
connector panel in the case bottom. For sealing of the
keyboard,hard lips are pressedon a flat gasketmade by
the elastomerkeyboarditself (Fig. 7). This technologywas
chosen since it allows some give in the keyboard.A constant retaining force is provided by six steel springs.
The two electrical connections. one for the combined
power supply and datacommunicationscableand the other
for the bar code reader cable, are protectedunder a panel
connector,which is sealed with a toroidal gasket.These
two openingsare sealedwith well known feedthroughconduit used in military and industrial applications (Fig. B).

Keyboard
The sealed keyboard is a full-travel keyboard (1-mm
travel)with tactilefeedback.It is composedof (seeFig. 10):
r An elastomerkeyboardfor all mechanicalkeyboardfunctions, with the periphery functioning as a gasketthat
sealsthe top case
I A switch membranecircuit for electricalfunctions, with
the following characteristics:switch contactof the keys,

(a)

V
To Internal Connection

Display
For reasonsof ergonomics,we decided to use a display
that provides good visibility in both dim and brightly lit
environments.The greendisplay charactersaremore easily
perceived by the human eye. A tilt angle of 10 degrees
offers easein reading whether the terminal is wall-mounted

Top Case

Three Lips

':':l I
MembraneSwitch Holder
Spring

Fig.7. The keyboard ls sea/ed by hard /rps pressed mto a
flat gasket formed by the keyboard itself.
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Fig.8. Cable connections are sealed with feedthrough conduits (a) and protected under a panel connector sealed with
a toroidal gasket (b).
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Fig. 9. fhe display is connected directly to the printed crrcuit
board by means of speciallycurved pins.
sealing of the contact for double protection, connection
circuit between the keyboard and the electronics board,
and high dielectric isolation for protection from electrical discharges
I A holder plate lor mechanical rigidity and mounting of
the keyboard components
r An overlay for identification of the keys, definition of
the keyboard workspace, and protection of the flexion
area of the elastomer membrane underneath.

IndustrialDesignfor FriendlyUse
Althoughour primaryobjectivewasthe constructionof
a rugged terminal, we wanted to achieve user acceptance
in the factory environment by giving users a friendly terminal. The texture and color of the molded plastic case resist
scratches and dirt. The keyboard has zones of different
colors to facilitate the identification of keys. The shape and
dimensions of the keys permit the use of gloves. The
luminous display is easy to read in light or dark environments. A tough transparent cover allows the user to label
the function keys. This cover slides to one side for label
insertion or removal, but remains attached to the terminal
so that it cannot be lost.
Although it is aimed at industrial use, the terminal is

Fig. 10, The keyboard assembly consists of an elastomer
keyboard that alsofunctionsas a gasket to seal the top case,
a switch membrane circuit, a holder plate, and an overlav.
not out of place in the office or reception room.
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High-Gluality,
Dot-Matrixlmpact
PrinterFamily
Easypaper handling,lastJormtearoff, graphics,and a
friendlycontrolpanelare someof the commonfeatures.
by MarkJ. DiVittorio
ARD-COPY OUTPUT of results, reports, memos,
order forms, charts, and program listings is frequently required for many computer applications.
Equipment providing this output should be reliable, fast,
and easyto use.Adding the requirementof high print quality, Hewlett-Packarddevelopedthe HP 293X Printer family
to meet these needs,
The HP 2s32A (Fig. 1), HP 29334, and HP 2934A (Fig.
2) Printers are 136-column,bidirectional, dot-matrix impact printers. Common to the family is the ability to print
at 200 charactersper second(cps)on one-to-six-partforms
up to 400 mm (15.75inches) wide. The standard symbol
font is designedto a g x 12 symbol cell matrix, with a horizontal and vertical resolution of 90 dots per inch (dpi). All
three of the printers have the ability to print graphics at
21,,600dots per second.There are two standard character
stylesresidentin all the printers-Courier (serif)and Cubic
(sansserif). In addition, there are three standard pitches
and ten resident languages,all of which can be selected
from the printer's front panel or under host computer con-

trol.
One of the major featuresof this family is its simple and
flexible paper handling. Various paper widths, labels,and
multipart forms are accommodated.The adjustable feed
tractors and the straight paper path ensure smooth movement of paper through the machine. The last-form tearoff
capability (Fig. r) saves paper, and front forms loading
simplifies the task of loading and removing paper.
The interfacesofferedinclude RS-232-CN.24(standard),
HP-IB (IEEE4BB),Centronics,RS-422,Data Link, and Synchronous Multipoint.
Architecture
There is a basic underlying architecture to serial dotmatrix printers (Fig. 3). The data is presentedat an input/
output port (HP-IB,RS-232-CN.24,...),processedelectronically, convertedto mechanical drive signals,and printed
as characterson a piece of paper. The HP 293X Printers
contain a microprocessor,RAM, ROM, a custom IC, and
the power electronicsfor the printhead and motors; all of

l+

Fig. 1. fhe HP 2932A GeneralPurposePrinteris the basic model
of HP's 293X Printer family. Ail
models feature lastJorm tearoff
(shown), easy paper handling,
graphics output, 200 characterper-second dolmatrix printing,
and uncomplicated feature selection via a friendlv front panel.
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this is required to convert the incoming data into the dots
on the paper.In processinga simple characterto be printed,
the following must occur. The character is input, the
character pattern in the character ROM is determined, and
the code defining the dots that represent the character is
fetched. The code for the dots is stored in a manner such
that the twelve-wire printhead can be used efficiently. The
custom IC handles a large portion of the details controlling
the timing of when and how wires in the printhead are
actuated to form the character.
Three of the major componentsof the HP 293X Printers
are the impact printhead, the paper handling mechanism
and the standard cell integrated circuit. This custom integrated circuit is discussedin the article on page 33. The
printers also contain five printed circuit assemblies.The
power supply electronics,the head and motor drivers, the
I/O electronics,and the main logic electronicsassemblies
are interconnected through the fifth assembly,which functions as a main bus backplane.
HP 29324 and HP 2933A Printers
The HP 2932A General-Purpose Printer (Fig. 1) is the
basic model of the HP 293X family. The HP 2933A Factory
Data Printer has two additional features that were developed for use on the factory floor. This model will automatically generate bar code patterns and print large
charactersup to 28 times their normal size.
HP 2934A Printer
The HP 2934A Office Printer (Fig. 2) is the model that
takes full advantageof the resolution of the mechanism
and printhead that were designed for this printer family.
The twelve-wire impact printhead, the paper handling

mechanism, and the standard cell integrated circuit allow
the HP 2934A to print near letter-quality (NLQJ text at 67
and 40 cps.The print quality is achievedby printing characters in a 36x24-dot charactercell. At 67 cps the resolution
is 90 dpi horizontally and 180 dpi vertically. At 40 cps the
vertical resolution is identical to the horizontal resolution,
180 dpi. The 36-column-by-24-rowNLQ cell is achieved
with the twelve-wire printhead by printing the dots in the
cell in two passes(Fig. ). The twelve odd-numberedrows
are printed, the paper is advanceda half dot width (0.00b5
inch) and then the pattern for the even-numbered rows is
overlaid on the first pattern.
The HP 29344 producesthe nearletter-qualitycharacters
by means of user-installablecharactercartridges.Four of
these character cartridges may be resident in the machine
at a time with each containing the data for a specific font
at both printing speeds(67 cps and 40 cpsJ.Fonts that are
offered include Courier,Courier 12, Italic 10, Italic 12, and
Letter Gothic. See Fig. 5 for some examples of the fonts
printed by the HP 2S34A.
NLQ Cells
The grid that the NLQ font symbols are designed within
has 36 horizontal positions and 24 vertical positions (see
Fig. a). The purpose of the dense symbol cell is to allow
better symbol definition and to simulate arcs with more
precision. Not all of the positions can be used in a given
symbol cell because,first, the impact frequency of a wire
in the printhead is limited to fAOOHz. Second,a line of
text (when printed in the NLQ fonts) is printed with the
printhead carriagemoving at 20 inches per second.This
rate, in conjunction with the impact frequency limit, limits
the positions that can be printed in the 36x24 cell. The

Fig. 2. The HP 2934A Office
Printer off ers Iefter-quality p rinting
at 67 and 40 cps and memo-quality printing at 200 cps. High-quality graphics allows a user to add
illustrationsand graphs to reports
and other documents printed on
the HP 29344. lt is shown here
with the HP 293405 Single Bin
SheetFeeder, an optional accessory for convenient use of company stationery and other single
sheet forms.
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Fig. 3. Easlc block diagram of a serial dot-matrixprinter.
resulting limitation on a given wire is that it once it has
been energized it cannot be energized again for four logical
dot positions. However, this does not limit the logical cell
pattern for a symbol to every fourth position in the horizontal direction. If a wire in a given row is fired in column
zero, the next time it can be energized is column four. But,
Position +
'12
16
20

24

E

24...,
Fig. 4. Near letter-quality character cells on the HP 2934A
Printerare formed by two passesol fhe twelve-wireprinthead
as shown for the Courier letter C. Shaded dots are formed
on the firct pass, so/id dois on the second pass. Because ol
printwire impact frequency and printhead carriage velocity
limitations,dot spacing in any row of an NLQ cell cannot be
any closer than one dot every four horizontal dot locations
(see text).
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Fig. 5. Examplesof somenearletterqualityfontsavailable
for the HP29344Printer.
if there is not a requirementfor a dot at column four (strictly
a function of the symbol to be printed), the next dot can
be placed at any of the remaining positions in the cell.
As an example of this symbol definition criterion, Fig.
4 illustrates an uppercaseCourier C. This symbol demonstrates the limits as explained above. In the second row
there are four dots that must be printed for the upper portion of the symbol. The dot labeledA at position 10 is the
first dot in the row and can be printed without restriction.
The next two dots (B and C) must be located four logical
columns apart. This can be seen on the backgroundgrid.
The next printable position on this row is position 22, but
the symbol doesnot require a dot there.However,the symbol does require a dot at position 25, which is sevenpositions from the last dot (C) that was fired and is therefore
a printable position,
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GustomlC GontrolsDot-Matrix
lmpactPrinters
Ihis cusfom integratedcircuitperformsthecomplexlogic
requiredfor controllingthe printwiresand the printhead
carriagemotorin a familyof high-pertormance
serialdotmatrixprinters.
by Thomas B. Pritchard and David S. Lee

HE ELECTRONICSused in the HP 293X Printer family includes a custom integratedcircuit to interface
between the microprocessorand the printhead and
its carriagemotor. The special characteristicsof the printhead require much parallel processingwith timing resolution and accuracydown to one microsecond.In addition,
the open-loop steppingof the carriagemotor and the openloop firing of dots are not performed at the same time, so
a method of synchronization is necessary.These features
cannot be implemented in a single general-purposemicroprocessorand would be uneconomicalif implementedwith
multiple parallel processorsor discretelogic. A custom IC
fills theserequirementswhile providing many other beneficial features.
To illustrate the advantagesof using a custom IC, Table
I shows a comparison between the TTL breadboardused
during development to simulate the custom IC and the
custom IC itself. Not including the additional cost of a
largerpower supply, more bypassing,and the largerprinted
circuit board area, the production cost of the TTL implementation would have been 6/z times the cost of the
custom IC, even after amortizing the development cost of
the IC over the expectedlife of the product. Severalother
significant advantagesof a custom IC are easierand faster
testing, ability to choose a packagepin configuration to
minimize printed circuit board layout interconnect, and
lower inventory parts count.

Printwire
Drivers
Carriage
Motor

Fig. 1. Ihe custom lC used in the HP 293X printersinterfaces
the controlling microprocessor in these printers with their
printhead and its carriage drive motor.
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Table I
Comparison
of Discrete
TTLVersusCustomlC
NumberoflCs
Totalnumberofpins
Boardspace
power
Maximumworst-case

TTL
296
4364
1050
'13

IC Units
1
40
8
cm2
0 . 6 WANS

Circuit Requirements
Fig. 1 shows the operating environment for the custom
IC. The inputs to the chip from the eight-bit 8051.microprocessorcontroller are a six-bit-wide data bus, a four-bit addressbus, and a control bus. Outputs supplied by the chip
are twelve printwire control signals sent to the printwire
drivers and four-phasecontrol signalssentto the printhead
caniage motor.

(b)

Fig.2. (a) Configuration of the printwires on the HP 293X
printhead as viewed looking through the printhead to the
surface of the paper. (b) Photograph of printhead.
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Fig. 2 shows the physical arrangementof the twelve dots
on the printhead. The twelve printwires are arranged in
two columns of six wires each. The dots made by one
column are staggeredvertically with respect to the dots
made by the other column. One column consistsof only
even-numbereddots and the other column consistsof only
odd-numbereddots. Becauseof the separationof the two
columns, a timing delay is required for firing the second
column. For example,to print a vertical solid straightline
on the paper when the printhead is moving from left to
right, the odd-numbered column is fired first. Sometime
later (dependingon printhead speed),when the even-numbered column aligns with the previous position of the oddnumbered column when it fired, the even-numberedcolumn is fired. Since the HP 293X Printers are bidirectional
printers, the printwires are also activated when the printhead moves from right to left. In this case,the even-numbered column fires first and the delay is applied to the
odd-numbetedcolumn.
Another requirement of the custom IC is data buffering.
Consider when the printer starts from idle. The leading

Wire 1

Wire 3

Wire 5

Wile 7

Wire 9

Wire 11
(a)

+l

139p" l.-

KICK
SHORT
HOLO

(c)

Fig.3. Typical firing and timing waveformsfor the odd-numbered printwires in the right column (looking toward the
paper). Note that each wire cannot be fired more than once
every four intervals(139 ps per inteNal). (a) Firingwaveforms.
Note dual voltage levels and varying hold times (see text).
(b) Timing waveformsfor generator A (see Fig. 5). (c) Timing
waveformsfor generator B.
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column of printwires begins to print first and at the same
time the printhead advances.Becauseof the relatively wide
horizontal separation of the two printwire columns, the
leading column will have printed between two and eight
times (dependingon dot density and printhead speed)before the trailing column reaches the first firing position.
Since the printing data is given to the chip one complete
vertical line pattern (up to all 12 dotsJat a time, it is necessary for the chip to be able to buffer up to eight columns
of delayed data for the trailing printwire column.
Other printhead requirements are the maximum firing
frequency and a dual-voltage, variable-length firing waveform. To produce high-resolution dot placement for near
letter quality printing, but still not exceed the maximum
firing frequency, a dot may only be fired at most every
fourth possible firing time.
Fig. 3a illustratesthe dual applied voltagewaveform requirements. When initially turned on, the solenoid firing
a printwire requires a short high-voltage pulse, called a
kick pulse, to build up flux and get the wire moving toward
the ribbon. Then the voltage is reduced to maintain the
velocity of the wire. Before the wire hits the ribbon, at what
is called the hold time, the applied voltage is turned off
so the wire can bounce off the ribbon after impact. The
wire cannotbe fired againuntil it returnsto its rest position.
An additional complication of the waveform generation
occurs when the wire is fired at a high, but still allowable
frequency. When the wire has just returned to its rest position, there is still residual energyin the system,composed
of some magneticflux remaining in the solenoid that fired
the wire as well as somemechanicaloscillation of the wire
against its return stop. If the same firing waveform were
immediately applied, the wire would strike the paper
slightly early. Although the resulting dot placement error
would be acceptable,this unfortunately would also result
in too much energy delivered to the wire. The wire would
strike the ribbon harder, leaving more ink on the page and
producing inconsistent darknessof dots, which is unacceptable. In addition, this would prevent the wire from
bouncing off the ribbon fast enough, and since the printhead is moving relative to the ribbon, the ribbon could
tear. The chosen solution to the problem is to shorten the
hold pulse width whenever the samewire was just fired a
short time earlier.This can be seenin Fig, 3a by comparing
the waveforms for wires one, nine, and eleven.
The printhead carriage motor in the HP 293X Printers is
a unipolar four-phase step motor. To control the speed and
direction of the carriage,the custom IC must supply the
appropriate four phases to drive the motor. One of the
requirements of the chip is that it be able to handle a wide
range of printhead carriage speeds in both directions and
yet require minimum attention from the control microprocessor. Another requirement is ramp-up and ramp-down
timing. The stepping of the carriagemotor must also be
synchronized with the firing of the printwires. Becausethe
carriage motor control is an open-loop system, this synchronization between the location of the carriage and the
firing of the wires is crucial to eliminate cumulative errors.
Circuit Operation
Fig. 4 shows a block diagram of the dot input and carriage
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motor control circuitry portion of the custom control IC used
in the HP 293X Printers. As mentioned earlier, the dot data
supplied by the control microprocessormust be buffered
for the trailing column of printwires. Depending on the
direction of the carriage motor, the data for the leading
column is sent to the front-dot data latches and the data
for the trailing column is sent to the rear-dot data latches
and delayed by a shift register according to the horizontal
dot density required. The front/rear-dot state sequencer
then enables the leading and trailing column firing times
according to the current carriage motor velocity.
The carriage motor control circuit consists of a four-bit
state machine and an eight-bit-wide programmable timer.
The output of the timer clocks the state machine, which
generatesthe waveforms required by the carriage motor.
The programmability of the timer allows a wide range of
printhead velocities.
Since the printing mechanism is an open-loop system,
a registrationerror might accumulate.This could be a significant factor affecting print quality, particularly when a
long line is printed. The custom IC solvesthis problem by
feeding the output of the carriage motor timer back to the
printwire firing control circuit. Hence, the firing of the
wires is synchronized with the steps of the carriage motor.
In addition, to assurea consistentstarting point at power
on, the position of the printhead is initialized by driving
it all the way to the right and then returning it to the left.
If the printhead is in the middle of the line at power-on,
it is still driven to the right as if it were at the start of the
line. Since the carriagemotor torque is limited, no damage
is done by driving it against the right margin stop during
this initialization.
Each signal indicating when each wire should be fired
must be stretched from a one-microsecondpulse to the
waveform required by the printwire driver as shown in
Fig. 3a.Sincethe waveformgeneratorsrequiremuch silicon
area,it was undesirableto have one for each of the twelve
wires. Therefore,only four are used, and when a wire is
fired, the custom IC selects one of these four waveform
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Fig.4. Block diagram of dot input
and carriage motor controlportion
of the custom lC for the HP 293X
Printers.

generators.The four generatorsare divided into two pairs,
one pair for each printwire column of the printhead. This
is necessarysince the left column is fired aslmchronously
with respect to the right column. Within the right column
pair of waveform generators, two circuits are needed to
generatethe necessarywaveforms for the six wires as illustrated in Fig. 3. While normally only one of these two
circuits mightbe expectedto be neededbecausethe139-microseconddot rate is alreadygeneratedby the 8051 control
microprocessor,two generatorsare required becausethe
8051's interrupt accuracy is not sufficient to control the
waveforms to a resolution of one microsecond.
Fig. 5 illustrates the waveshaping circuitry for the oddnumbered (right) column. Identical logic circuitry is used
for the even-numbered column. As a firing pulse comes
in, the circuit checksto seewhich of the two timers is just
starting its cycle and the data getslatched in the appropriate
A or B hold-time flip-flop. The wire settling timers, one
for eachwire, indicate how long it hasbeensincethat same
wire was last fired. The wire settling timers and the holdtime flip-flops combine the waveforms shown in Fig. 3b
and 3c to generatethe independent firing waveforms shown
in Fig. 3a. The kick and hold data for each wire is multiplexed on the outputs to reduce the IC packagesize to 40
pins. The data is then externally demultiplexed and the
actual 36.5V kick and 6.5V hold voltagesare generated.
Since development of this IC was done in parallel with
that for the printhead, not all of the characteristicsof the
head were knouryrat the time. Becauseof this. it was necessary to make many functions programmable, including the
kick, short-hold, and hold times. In the final implementation, the kick time is varied by the firmware, the value
being a function of the power supply voltage. However,
the short-hold and hold times, once programmed during
initialization, are constant.
Becauseof the rubbing of moving paper, printhead, and
ribbon, and becauseof frequent user interaction, electrostatic discharge(ESD)is a common problem in printers. If,
becauseof ESD,a microprocessoris allowed to sendillegiti-
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mate commands, it may cause a hardware failure in the
electromechanicalsystem and may require a service call.
To reduce the possibility of this happening,the custom IC
will reset itself if it detectscertain fault conditions.
lmplementation
The first step in the implementation of the custom chip
was the developmentof a TTL IC simulator. This enabled
the firmware engineersto start worki.ng before the IC fabrication was done, and also provided feedbackfor necessary
design changesbecauseof unexpectedsystemcharacteristics. For example,the original breadboarddid not perform
the short-hold function; it was well into the project when
it was decided that the IC design should be changed to
incorporate this feature. The original breadboard was wirewrapped;the latersimulator usedstitch-wire connections.
A proprietary NMOS processdevelopedby HP was chosen based on economic considerations.A standard cell
approachwas used as the best compromisein this project
betweenIC manufacturingcost and developmenttime. The
die, which measures644Op.m by 6250 pm, is mounted
and bonded in a plastic dual in-line 40-pin package.
The proprietary HP software developmenttools and de-
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Fig.5. Block diagrcm of dot output waveshaping portion of the
custom lC for the right (odd-numbered) column of printwires.

sign processesused to generatethis custom IC included
schematic capture, evaluation, logic verification, fault
simulation, automaticplacementand routing, timing simuIations,and test pattern generation.The schematiccapture,
evaluation,and timing simulations were performedon HP
2647A Graphics Terminals using an HP 3000 Series 68
Computer.The logic verification, fault simulation, and test
pattern generationwere performedon HP 2647ATerminals
using an HP 1000E-SeriesComputer.The automaticplacement and routing were performed on an Amdahl +zo.
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